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Citizens of Sinking Islands: Early Victims of
Climate Change
ERIN HALSTEAD*
ABSTRACT

This Note discusses the effects of climate change that threaten Small
Island Developing States (SIDS). Specifically, with increasing global
greenhousegas (GHG) emissions resultingin rising sea levels and higher
frequency of extreme weather events, many citizens of SIDS are forced
abandon their homelands, which are no longer livable. Although SIDS
are some of the smallest contributors to GHG emissions, and therefore
contribute the least to climate change, SIDS are some of the countries
most heavily affected by the negative effects of climate change. The global
community has an obligation to accommodate these displaced people,
partially due to the significant imbalance of power between larger,
industrializedcountries (that often emit higher levels of GHGs, but feel
the adverse effects to a lesser degree) and smaller developing countries
(such as SIDS, which disproportionately feel the negative effects of
climate change). In addition to this power imbalance, the global
community should protect citizens of SIDS as global citizens. As these
small nations disappear, their citizens will be forced to rethink their
local and national identities, but they will continue to be global citizens.
However, a successful structure for remedying these losses will provide
citizens of SIDS with the ability to relocate entire populations together,
as autonomous nations. It is essential to classify these people as
environmental refugees and create a system to relocate them that
preserves as much of their autonomy and culture as possible. In addition
to addressing the effects of past pollution, the internationalcommunity
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must also focus on preventing further damage by limiting future GHG
emissions.
INTRODUCTION

Anote Tong is the president of the nation of Kiribati, a group of
islands in the central tropical Pacific Ocean.1 He is worried that the
103,000 citizens of his nation, like those of many other vulnerable
nations, may soon become some of the first environmental refugees
forced to flee their homeland due to the effects of climate change:
If nothing is done, Kiribati will go down into the ocean.
By about 2030 we start disappearing. Our existence will
come to an end in stages. First, the freshwater lens will
be destroyed. The breadfruit trees, the taro, the
saltwater is going to kill them. So we won't be able to
maintain the integrity of all the islands. There's no high
ground. So we will have to evacuate islands. We will
defend the islands that we can, but we can't protect
against storms. We have very moderate weather here,
but if that changes with the climate, we won't survive.
We would not survive a [storm like] Hurricane Sandy.
We would be finished. It would push the ocean across
2
our islands.
In recent years, many Small Island Developing States (SIDS) like
Kiribati have been faced with the reality that the effects of climate
change may fall disproportionately on them. The United Nations
Department of Economic and Social Affairs (UNDESA) has identified
fifty-one SIDS, "low-lying coastal countries that share similar
sustainable development challenges." 3 The combined populations of all
SIDS constitute roughly 5 percent of the global population. 4 Rising
global temperatures cause water to expand and frozen bodies (such as
1. See Jeffrey Goldberg, Drowning Kiribati,BLOOMBERG BUSINESS 1 (Nov. 21, 2013),
http://www.businessweek.com/articles/2013-11-21/kiribati-climate-change-destroys-pacificisland-nation (discussing the effects global climate change will have on the small nation of
Kiribati).
2. Id.
3. 1 USA INT'L Bus. PUB., ISLAND STATES: SMALL ISLAND STATES HANDBOOK:
DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY AND PROGRAMS 6 (2011). These challenges include: (1) small
population; (2) limited resources; (3) remoteness; (4) susceptibility to natural disasters; (5)
vulnerability to external shocks; and (6) excessive dependence on international trade. Id.
4. See ALLIANCE OF SMALL ISLAND STATES, About AOSIS, http://aosis.org/about/ (last
visited Feb. 1, 2016) (discussing membership of the AOSIS and the group's functions).
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5
glaciers, ice caps, and ice sheets) to melt and flow into the ocean. In a
2007 report, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
predicted sea levels to rise between eighteen and fifty-nine centimeters
by the end of the twenty-first century. 6 As a result of rising sea levels,
many coastal and island nations may be vulnerable to physical,
with some countries experiencing more
economic, and cultural changes,
7
others.
than
changes
severe
The purpose of this Note is to analyze the climate change threat
facing SIDS, and to propose a structure for potential solutions to the
problem of how the global community will accommodate these displaced
people. In addition to classifying these people as environmental refugees
and creating a system to relocate them while preserving their autonomy
and culture, the international community must also focus on preventing
further damage by limiting greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions.

I. THE

PROBLEM:

SIDS AND

CLIMATE CHANGE

Despite many national emission reduction pledges, the international
8
community has been unsuccessful in reducing GHG emissions. The
IPCC assessed global data between 1970 and 2007 and determined that
it is likely that anthropogenic warming has had a noticeable negative
9
influence on many physical and biological systems. In addition, small
island nations are especially vulnerable to the negative effects of
climate change, including rising sea levels and increasingly extreme
weather events. 10
A. Rising Sea Levels

[EPA],
AGENCY
PROT.
Future Climate Change, U.S. ENVTL.
5. See
http://www.epa.gov/climatechange/science/future.html#sealevel (last visited Dec. 5. 2014)
(discussing the effects continued greenhouse gas emissions will have on future climate
changes).
6. See Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], Climate Change 2007:
Synthesis Report (Nov. 2007), httpJ/www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/syr/ar4-syr.pdf
(discussing the projected global average surface warming and sea level rise at the end of
the 21st century).
7. See Ann Powers, Sea-Level Rise and Its Impact on Vulnerable States: Four
Examples, 73 LA. L. REV. 151, 151-53 (2012) (discussing how low-lying coastal regions are
threatened by the warming climate and rise in sea levels).
8. See United Nations Environment Programme [UNEP], The Emissions Gap Report
2012: A UNEP Synthesis Report (Nov. 2012), http://www.unep.org/pdfI2012gapreport.pdf
(discussing collective emission reductions in order to protect the global climate).
9. See IPCC, Climate Change 2007: Impacts, Adaptation and Vulnerability 9 (2007),
http://www.ipcc.ch/pdf/assessment-report/ar4/wg2/ar4_wg2_full-report.pdf.
10. See id. at 15.
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In July 1992, the United N~ations Conference on Environment and
Development created the Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) with the goal of achieving "stabilization of greenhouse gas
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would prevent
dangerous anthropologic interference with the climate system."'" The
convention defined "climate change" as "a change of climate which is
attributed directly or indirectly to human activity that alters the
composition of the global atmosphere and which is in addition to natural
climate variability observed over comparable time periods." 12 This
anthropogenic climate change is caused by GHGs. GHGs are those gases
that allow direct sunlight to reach the Earth's surface unimpeded, such
as carbon dioxide, methane, water vapor, halocarbons, and nitrous
13
oxide.
Rising sea levels stand to disproportionately affect SIDS. These
nations often have relatively small, low-lying land areas, and their
population, infrastructure, and agricultural land is frequently near the
coastal zone.' 4 Since so much of their livelihood is near the coast, any
change in sea level has the potential to dramatically affect the economy
and the living conditions on the island. 15 Some SIDS even face complete
loss of their homeland.
Kiribati is an example of an island nation that is slowly being
overcome by the rising water. Every year the tide comes higher and
pushes the population farther inland as the people cram into tighter
living spaces. With increased population density, the citizens of
Kiribatiare suffering from diseases attributed largely to overpopulation,
such as tuberculosis and diabetes. 16 Although the islands have not yet
completely vanished into the sea, the adverse effects of sea-level rise are
present in the lives of the I-Kiribati and citizens of other SIDS.
B. Extreme Weather Events

11. U.N. Framework Convention on Climate Change, 1992, FCCC/Informal/84, at art.
2 (1992).
12. Id. at art. 1.
13. See SEBASTIAN OBERTHUR & HERMANN E. OTT, THE KYOTO PROTOCOL:
INTERNATIONAL CLIMATE POLICY FOR THE 21ST CENTURY 6 (Alexander Carius & R.

Andreas

Kraemer

eds.,

1999);

see

also NATIONAL

OCEANIC AND

ATMOSPHERIC

ADMINISTRATION: NATIONAL CENTERS FOR ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION, ncdc.noaa.gov

(Mar. 7 2016).
14. See USA INT'L Bus. PUB, supra note 3, at 6-9 (listing the nations included as SIDS
Members).
15. See UNEP, supra note 8.
16. See Goldberg, supranote 1, at 10.
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Unfortunately, drowning an island due to rising sea levels is not the
only effect climate change has on SIDS. Some nations may have areas of
land that continue to rise above sea level. However, climate change may
still damage or destroy these islands and their economies through an
increase in extreme weather events. Historically, SIDS have been prone
to extreme natural disasters such as hurricanes, cyclones, volcanic
17
Climate change has
eruptions, floods, droughts, and earthquakes.
brought more frequent and more extreme weather events to many SIDS,
18
These natural
primarily extreme droughts or devastating storms.
disasters can severely affect an island's economy, which is often
dependent on agriculture and tourism, by wiping out crops and
discouraging travel. 19 These weather events have the potential not just
to damage a country, but to completely destroy it.
C. Inequitable Allocation of Burdens
One of the largest problems with the adverse effects of climate
change on SIDS is that these nations are among the lowest in
contributing to GHG emissions. The average for global carbon emissions
20
is approximately one metric ton per year (t/y) per person. However,
John Crump, quoting Jonathan Patz, noted that the "imbalance of
responsibility for global warming is striking when comparing across
nations."21 Although slightly decreasing from previous years, the United
States was twelfth in the world in emissions per capita in 2010, at a per
capita rate of 4.71 t/y, with Saudi Arabia, Australia, and Canada not far
behind.22 Japan and Western Europe stayed largely in the per capita
range of 2 to 3 t/y. 23 On the other hand, developing countries' per capita
17. See USA INT'L Bus. PUB, supra note 3, at 6, 152-53; see also Clement Yow Mulalap,
Islands in the Stream: Addressing Climate Change from a Small Island Developing State
Perspective, in

CLIMATE CHANGE AND INDIGENOUS PEOPLES: THE SEARCH FOR LEGAL

REMEDIES 377, 384-86 (Randall S. Abate & Elizabeth Ann Kronk eds., 2013).
18. See International Conference on Small Island Developing States, Sept.1-4, Report
of the Third International Conference on Small Island Developing States, 32, U.N. Doc.
AICONF.223/10 (Sept. 19, 2014).
19. See id.
20. John Crump, Snow, Sand, Ice, and Sun: Climate Change and Equity in the Arctic
and Small Island Developing States, 8 SUSTAINABLE DEV. L. & POLY 8, 10 (2008) (quoting
Jonathan A. Patz et al., Climate Change and Global Health: Quantifying a Growing
Ethical Crisis, 4 ECOHEALTH 398, 398-99 (2007)).
21. Id.
22. Tom Boden, Bob Andres & Gregg Marland, Ranking of the World's Countries by
2010 per Capita Fossil-Fuel C02 Emission Rates, CARBON DIOXIDE INFORMATION
ANALYSIS CENTER, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/trends/emis/top2OlO.cap(last visited Mar. 7 2016)
[hereinafter Per CapitaEmission Rates).
23. Id.
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emissions averaged 0.6 t/y, and fifty countries were below 0.2 t/y. 2 4 It
should be noted that some SIDS have conflicting internal interests due
to high per capita emissions and crude oil industries. For example, in
1990, Trinidad and Tobago exported crude oil and emitted more carbon
dioxide per capita than the European Union average; 25 however, due to
their small populations, even SIDS with high per capita emissions
account for a negligible share of global GHG emissions. 26
In addition, these per capita statistics are beneficial to countries like
China, the United States, and India, whose large populations help lower
their per capita emissions. 27 However, while these numbers provide
perspective regarding the population of a country, climate change is not
affected by how much a country pollutes per person. Climate change is
affected by total emissions. In this category, the numbers are even more
extreme. China, the United States and India are the largest emitters of
total carbon dioxide pollution, emitting 2,259,856 t/y, 1,481,608 t/y, and
547,811 t/y respectively. 28 In terms of total emissions, each of the lowest
fifty countries emits fewer than 250 t/y.29 With small populations, small
land areas, and minimal industrial development, SIDS are among the
lowest contributors to these pollution emissions. 30
While the per capita numbers allow for comparisons of relative
performance between countries, the total emissions are what the
atmosphere receives. 31 Under either rubric, however, it is clear that
developed nations are the larger emitters of GHGs into the

24. See Paul Baer et al., Equity and Greenhouse Gas Responsibility 289 SCIENCE 2287,
2287 (2000).
25. OBERTHOR & OTT, supra note 14, at 26.
26. See UNOHRLLS, Small Island Developing States (SIDS) Statistics, 25,
http://unohrlls.org/custom-content/uploads/2013/09/Small.Island-Developing-StatesFactsheet-2013-.pdf.
27. See Kevin A. Baumert, Timothy Herzog & Jonathan Pershing, Navigating the
Numbers: Greenhouse Gas Data and International Climate Policy, WORLD RESOURCES
INSTITUTE 21 (2005), http://www.wri.org/sites/default/files/pdf/navigating-numbers.pdf.
28. Tom Boden, Bob Andres & Gregg Marland, Ranking of the World's Countries by
2010 Total Fossil-fuel C02 Emission Rates, CARBON DIOXIDE INFORMATION ANALYSIS
CENTER, http://cdiac.ornl.gov/trends/emis/top2010.tot
(last visited Mar. 7, 2016)
[hereinafter Total EmissionRates].
29. Id.
30. See UNOHRLLS, supra note 26, at 25; see also Total Emission Rates, supra note
28.
31. See generally Simon Rogers & Lisa Evans, World Carbon Dioxide Emissions Data
by Country: China Speeds Ahead of the Rest, THE GUARDIAN, http://www.theguardian.coml
news/datablog/2011/jan131/world-carbon-dioxide-emissions-country-data-co2 (last updated
Jan. 31, 2011, 2:30 AM) (offering a country-by-country analysis of total carbon dioxide
emission).
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atmosphere. 32 However, smaller developing nations disproportionately
33
bear the burden of dealing with the consequences of this pollution.
Many SIDS recognize this difficult problem. Although they are some
of the smallest contributors to GHG emissions, SIDS are heavily
affected by the damage done by climate change. 34 In an effort to make
their voices heard, thirty-eight SIDS have ratified the United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change. 35 As of December 2008, ten
SIDS, have also submitted Nation Adaptation Programmes of Action
(NAPA) in an attempt to adapt to their changing environment. 36 In
addition, SIDS, together with some low-lying coastal countries, have
formed the Alliance of Small Island States (AOSIS) to serve as a voice
for SIDS within the United Nations system. 37 These attempts to take a
stand on global environmental issues are important; however, the
stances of SIDS are often unheard and minimally influential on a large
scale.
The problem with the current power structure is that each country
weighs only the costs and benefits to itself when determining its
emissions policy. 38 A sea-level rise of a few feet would devastate many
SIDS, but would be tolerable for many larger developed countries. For
such countries, the benefits of maintaining present emissions levels may
outweigh their future costs. That the larger and more developed
countries have the luxury of more land and higher elevation does not
mean that the costs of GHG pollution will not reach them.
Unfortunately, however, it does mean that many SIDS will likely be
wiped out before the large-scale polluters decide that it is beneficial to
change their policies.
D. SIDS at Risk
As a group, SIDS face unique vulnerabilities due to "small size,
remoteness, exposure to external shocks and global environmental

32. Id; see also Per CapitaEmission Rates, supra note 22; Total Emission Rates, supra
note 28.
33. See UNOHRLLS, supra note 26, at 25.
34. See id.
(2014),
Small Island Developing States Outlook, 5
GEO
35. UNPE,
http://www.uneplive.org/media/docs/region/59/GEOSIDSfinal.pdf.
36. See Ilan Kelman & Jennifer J. West, Climate Change and Small Island Developing
States: A CriticalReview, 5 ECOLOGICAL & ENVTL. ANTHROPOLOGY 1, 7 (2009).
37. ALLIANCE OF SMALL ISLAND STATES, supra note 4.
38. See generally UNEP, supra note 8 (reviewing different aspects of environmental
policy to assess each nation's activity in climate change).
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challenges and narrow resource base." 39 While these characteristics are
generally true of SIDS, different global regions also face additional
challenges. UNDESA separates SIDS into three geographic regions: the
Caribbean region, the Pacific region, and a region encompassing the
Atlantic Ocean, the Indian Ocean, and the South China Sea (AIMS).40
The AIMS region contains Cabo Verde, Comoros, Guinea-Bissau,
Maldives, Mauritius, Sio Tom6 and Principe, Seychelles, and
Singapore. 41 SIDS in the AIMS region are among the poorest countries
in the world. 42 In addition to disastrous environmental problems, AIMS
SIDS have been vulnerable to poverty and other social justice issues. 43
In addition, progress has been hindered by slowed international aid,
minimal
local
qualified
manpower,
and
severely
lacking
infrastructure. 44 In many of these areas, economic growth has been
negative. 45 This economic regression has only enhanced the damaging
effects of environmental degradation by slowing progress and repair.
The second region, the Caribbean, contains Antigua and Barbuda,
Bahamas, Barbados, Belize, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic,
Grenada, Guyana, Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia,
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Suriname, and Trinidad and
Tobago. 46 These nations have been working to increase sustainability
and reduce international food dependence. 47 However, increased
frequency of severe weather events is threatening this goal. Many of
these countries also face extreme debt and economic instability. With
these economic issues at the forefront of local politics, many SIDS have
trouble addressing the pressing environmental threats.
The Pacific region contains Cook Islands, Fiji, Kiribati, Marshall
Islands, the Federated States of Micronesia, Nauru, Niue, Palau, Papua
New Guinea, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Timor-Leste, Tonga, Tuvalu, and
39. Janice Miller, Dir., Econ. Affairs Dep't, Ministry for Foreign Affairs & Foreign
Trade of Jam., Statement on Behalf of the Group of 77 and China, SIDS Day (May 10,
2010), available at http://www.g77.org/statement/getstatement.php?id=100510.
40. U.N. Sustainable Development, SIDS Member States, httpsJ/sustainabledevelopment.
un.org/topics/sids/memberstates (last visited March 18, 2016).

41. Id.
42. See UNOHRLLS, AIMS Regional Synthesis Report for the Five-Year Review of the
Mauritius Strategy for Further Implementation of the Barbados Progamme of Action for
Sustainable Development of SIDS (MSI+5), 12 (2010) http://unohrlls.org/UserFiles/File/
AIMSRegionalSynthesis-MS15-Final.pdf [hereinafter MauritiusFive-Year Review].
43. Id.
44. See Ann Powers, Climate Change and Pollution:Addressing Intersecting Threats to
Oceans, Coasts and Small Island Developing States, in THE FUTURE OF INTERNATIONAL
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 19, 20, 24-25 (David Leary & Balakrishna Pisupati eds., 2010).
45. See MauritiusFive-Year Review, supra note 42, at 8.
46. U.N. Sustainable Development, supra note 40.
47. See id.
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Vanuatu. 48 These countries' chief industries are tourism, fishing,
forestry, and agriculture. 49 The people in these areas are threatened by
the loss of their homes and their livelihoods. Destruction of the
ecosystems in these places and destruction of the culture minimizes the
countries' travel appeal and the locals' ability to farm and fish. In
addition to loss of land, the remaining land is also becoming less useful.
The industries that are already difficult to sustain are becoming almost
impossible to use to maintain a community.
One of the issues in the Pacific region, which is also seen elsewhere
around the world, is that these countries are not vanishing overnight.
Life is slowly but steadily becoming more difficult for the residents of
the islands. People's health is deteriorating; businesses are becoming
unsustainable. 50 All of this is happening while the sea levels are
gradually rising and the shorelines receding, reducing the potential for
the community to make a comeback. SIDS in this situation attempt to
voice their concerns, but often are forced to stand by hopelessly and
watch their nations deteriorate and slowly sink into the ocean.
II. THE

CHARACTERIZATION OF RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES

When considering the issue of SIDS and climate change, there are
differing views on how this problem should be characterized on a global
scale. "AOSIS has generally called for strong commitments from
industrialised countries to reduce GHG emissions and to transfer
sufficient resources to developing countries to adapt to any unavoidable
climate change." 51 Because SIDS know that an international legal
framework is difficult to impose, they have supported the concept of
"voluntary commitments." 52
A. Human Rights vs. Global Responsibility to Other Nations
Human rights and the environment overlap in many ways. Many
basic human rights (such as food, water, sanitation, and health) are
affected by the environment. 53 Whether environmental security itself is
viewed as a human right, or environmental law simply draws from
48. See id.
49. See USA INT'L Bus. PUB, supranote 3, at 32.
50. Id.
51. OBERTHUR & OTT, supra note 14, at 27.
52. Id.
53. See Gudmundur Alfredsson, Human Rights and the Environment, in THE FUTURE
OF INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 127, 127 (David Leary & Balakrishna Pisupati
eds., 2010) (showing the connection between the environment and human rights).
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human rights law (such as public access and contributions to monitoring
institutions), human rights are inevitably tied to climate issues. 54 In her
analysis of Tuvalu (a SIDS in the Pacific region), Tiffany T.V. Duong
argues that human rights are the appropriate way to approach
drowning islands, stating that "[h]uman rights are inextricably linked
with climate change issues precisely because climate change is a human
problem with human consequences and dilemmas." 55 Outside of formal
war declarations, the global community would likely consider it a breach
of international law and norms if one country (or a group of countries)
directly destroyed the homeland of another nation. Indirect destruction
by environmental degradation is more difficult to classify because it
involves many nations and chains of causation. However, the complexity
of enforcement does not negate the violation of rights that is occurring
in these regions.
Alexander Gillespie provides a compelling summary of the
justification for a human rights claim:
The traditional human rights claims, when viewed from
a SIDS perspective, may invoke key articles from the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, such as Article
15, which provides that no one shall be denied their
nationality. More liberal approaches argue that there is
(or should be) a human right to a clean and secure
56
environment which should be enforced.
On the other hand, Gillespie argues that a human rights view will
not adequately solve SIDS' problems with climate change. 57 Since there
is no standing in international law to protect future generations, 58
Gillespie argues that individuals' claims regarding human rights and
the environment, while perhaps politically effective, will not be legally

54. See id. at 128.
55. Tiffany T.V. Duong, When Islands Drown: The Plight of "Climate Change Refugees"
and Recourse to InternationalHuman Rights Law, 31 U. PA. J. INT'L L. 1239, 1253 (2010);
see also U.N. Sustainable Development, supra note 40 (showing that Tuvalu is a SIDS
country in the Pacific region).
56. Alexander Gillespie, Small Island States in the Face of Climatic Change: The End
of the Line in InternationalEnvironmental Responsibility, 22 UCLA J. ENVTL. L. & POL'Y
107, 122 (2004).
57. Id. at 123.
58. See DAVID R. BOYD, THE ENVIRONMENTAL RIGHTS REVOLUTION: A GLOBAL STUDY
OF CONSTITUTIONS, HUMAN RIGHTS, AND THE ENVIRONMENT 13-15 (2012) (discussing

limited recognition of environmental human rights).
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effective. Instead, sovereign countries will need to59recognize each other
and respect each country's obligation to the others.
Although Gillespie's logic would be the easiest to enforce, it is also
lacking. If countries are supposed to acknowledge their duties to each
other without a formal agreement, it seems unlikely that any country
will do anything that is not in its own best interest. If every nation truly
had a perspective that respected these inherent duties to other
countries, many SIDS would not currently be in such dire situations. A
document to outline international obligations may be an effective tool,
but an effective treaty does not yet exist, and there is currently no legal
claim to make.
With respect to the citizens of SIDS, the international community
will likely need to recognize both human rights and global
responsibility. The people of these island nations are certainly entitled
to the basic human rights to not be poisoned out of their homes and to
not have their land destroyed by external sources of environmental
degradation. In addition to the humanity of the claim, states should
recognize that they have a duty to each other when they first form
emission standards and other environmental policies. If there is an
international obligation to protect the environment, it starts with
limiting emissions, not only with deciding to help deal with the
consequences.
B. Global Citizenship
The idea that nations need to respect each other and fulfill their
global obligations is closely tied to the idea of global citizenship. A
person's identity is often based partially in his or her citizenship and his
or her identity as a member of a group. 60 Paul G. Harris uses Attfield's
definition of global citizenship to define "cosmopolitans" and global
citizens:
Attfield describes them, "[g]lobal citizens recognize ties
of loyalty and obligation not only to fellow citizens of
their political state but also to those of the world; the
people who recognize such ties are well on their way to
that,
argues
Attfield
becoming global citizens."
"[g]lobal citizenship essentially involves commitment
(whether implicit or explicit) to one or another form of
59. Id. at 124.
60. See Paul G. Harris, Climate Change and the Impotence of International
Environmental Law: Seeking a Cosmopolitan Cure, 16 PENN ST. ENVTL. L. REV. 323, 335
(2008) (showing that a person's identity is closely linked with community ties).
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global ethic, for which obligations do not stop short at
national boundaries and are not grounded solely in any
less-than-universal interest. Far from being absurd,
such global citizenship is morally as important as it has
always been, and for practical purposes increasingly
urgent too." 61
Many people feel a strong connection to a local, state, or national
identity. The mindset of community with other citizens of the globe is an
increasingly necessary mindset for issues like climate change and
pollution. 62 If people only think about themselves as citizens of a single
nation, they sometimes fail to consider or care that the repercussions of
their actions might actually fall outside their individual nation and
affect other citizens of the globe.
Many citizens feel a strong connection to multiple communities. For
example, an individual may feel a tie to both a local community and a
national identity. In an expanding modern world, people must begin to
also consider themselves citizens of the world. This is different from
other identities because there is no alternative. While one person may
be a citizen of Canada, as opposed to a citizen of Belize, everyone is a
citizen of the Earth; there is no different citizenship that is recognized
on that scale. Despite this minor difference from other citizenships, it is
an identity that unifies people and connects global citizens to each
other.

III. THE SOLUTION: LIMITING EMISSIONS AND RESETTLING
ENVIRONMENTAL REFUGEES
The solution to SIDS' problem with climate change is two-fold. First,
the international community needs to find a way to limit GHG
emissions and prevent further damage to the environment. Second, the
international community needs to help the displaced citizens of SIDS
whose homes cannot be saved. Scholars have suggested many ways to
achieve both of these goals, but success will require cooperation from
the entire global community, something that is not easy to achieve.
A. PreventingFuture Harm
Reform of global policy to prevent future harm is necessary to any
plan to slow the effects of climate change. However, it is too late for the
61. Id. at 335-36.
62. See id. at 337.
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global community to be able to rely entirely on such a mitigation plan.
63
First, it will take a time for nations to agree upon a plan of action.
Once a plan is agreed upon, it takes years, sometimes decades, to
implement these plans. 64 Even if extreme reforms were implemented
immediately, there would still be environmental disruptions that create
the need for migration of citizens. 65
This is not the first time that the international community has been
faced with this issue. In 1990, the Prime Minister of Tuvalu said of
SIDS: "Our survival is at stake." 66 In fact, much of the international
community has already agreed to a treaty and protocol, the Kyoto
Protocol, focusing on stabilizing GHGs in the atmosphere at a lower
level to reduce the effects of climate change. 67 Unfortunately, the Kyoto
Protocol has been largely ineffective. 63 In order for the global community
to work toward actual progress in preventing future damage, a protocol
will need to be accepted by large polluters, such as China, India, and the
United States (the United States having failed to ratify the Kyoto
Protocol), and will need to include developing countries. 69 A post-Kyoto
framework was addressed at the December 2015 meeting of the
Conference of Parties to the UNFCCC in Paris. 70 Although outlining the
details of a potentially successful framework is beyond the scope of this
Note, an effective international agreement is a necessary complement to
relocating environmental refugees from SIDS that are being destroyed.
Most legal scholars analyzing this area agree that it is not an
effective solution to treat the symptom without curing the disease. In
this case, that means that it is not effective to merely relocate displaced
cultures as they lose their homes without also attempting to eliminate
or severely lessen the cause of the displacement. This problem is twofold, and both areas of the issue need to be addressed.
Even with a successful reform policy to prevent further damage,
SIDS would still be adversely affected by the pollution that has already

63. Id. at 340.
64. Id.
65. See generally Gregory S. McCue, Note, Environmental Refugees: Applying
InternationalEnvironmental Law to Involuntary Migration, 6 GEo. INT'L ENVTL. L. REV.
151 (1993) (explaining that environmental disasters can force people to migrate and
become refugees involuntarily).
66. OBERTHOR & OTT, supra note 14, at 26.
67. See Gillespie, supranote 56, at 117.
68. Id. at 125.
69. See id.
70. United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, 2015 Calendar,
http://unfccc.int/meetings/unfccc_calendar/items/2655.php?year=-2015 (last visited Feb. 18,
2016); United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, Meetings,
http://unfccc.int/meetings/paris-nov_2015/meeting/8926/php/view/reports.php.
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occurred, and many may not be savable. 71 In addition to reform for the
future, the global community also needs to focus on the inevitable
environmental refugees who will be forced out of their homelands due to
the effects of climate change. Although there have been many suggested
approaches, there is no comprehensive legal structure that addresses
how the international community should deal with the situation of
people displaced by climate change. Therefore, there are many
potentially viable solutions, but none have historical or precedential
72
support.
B. JudicialRemedies
Some legal scholars have argued that the international community
should not make any accommodations for these displaced citizens, but
should allow them to bring tort or common law suits against the
countries that destroyed their homes. 73 However, groups who have tried
to bring similar suits have not been successful. 74 In addition, it may be
difficult to bring suit against only one country because there is no legal
background providing for joint and several liability in this area. 75
Especially since this problem is largely caused by other members of the
global community, it is likely inappropriate for the international
community to fail to address displaced citizens of SIDS.
Advocates of tort liability for environmental damage suggest that
this approach makes the most sense because the purpose of
environmental law is to compensate people who have been subjected to
environmental injuries. 76 The tort principles under which pollution
claims may be brought are negligence, strict liability, trespass, and
nuisance. 77 However, these international tort claims are not entirely
straightforward, and many nations are still working toward
78
international environmental agreements.
SIDS would benefit from the ability to bring a criminal claim
against those who cause environmental damage. Alan E. Boyle argues
that "[t]he most realistic way of protecting common spaces and
resources against illegal pollution or damage by private parties is

71. McCue, supra note 65, at 156.
72. See Shaina Stahl, Unprotected Ground: The Plight of Vanishing Island Nations, 23
N.Y. INT'L L. REV. 1, 6-9 (2010).
73. See id.
74. See id. at 14.
75. See id. at 14-15.
76. MIGUEL A. SANTos, LIMITS AND SCOPE OF ENVIRONMENTAL LAW 72 (1995).
77. Id. at 76.
78. See id.
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through criminal law .

.

.

."79

This structure is weaker, however, when

there are not necessarily identifiable private parties and the pollution is
not illegal in the country in which it is emitted.
C. EnvironmentalRefugee Status
Some scholars have suggested that displaced persons should be
recognized as environmental refugees and accepted into host countries
as such. However, this policy has the potential to leave island
communities scattered across the globe with no real citizenship or
identity. In his report for the United Nations Environment Program
(UNEP), Essam El-Hinnawi defined environmental refugees as follows:
[E]nvironmental refugees are defined as those people
who have been forced to leave their traditional habitat,
temporarily or permanently, because of a marked
environmental disruption (natural and/or triggered by
people) that jeopardized their existence and/or seriously
affected the quality of their life. By "environmental
disruption" in this definition is meant any physical,
chemical, and/or biological changes in the ecosystem (or
the resource base) that render it, temporarily or
80
permanently, unsuitable to support human life.
So far, countries have largely been unwilling to provide people
displaced by climate change with refugee status.8 1 However, Gregory
82
McCue argues that this is the logical time for refugee law to evolve.
While refugee status is a better solution than providing no support, it
also minimizes the visible culpability of responsible developed countries.
When a country such as Australia has a policy to accept certain refugees
in this situation, it fails to address the fact that these people are only
displaced because of the host country's initial actions. Instead, the host
country is often seen as charitable and giving, when it should instead be
seen as taking minimal responsibility for its actions.
D. Relocation and Renationalization
79. Alan E. Boyle, Remedying Harm to International Common Spaces and Resources:
Compensation and Other Approaches, in HARM TO THE ENVIRONMENT: THE RIGHT TO
COMPENSATION AND THE ASSESSMENT OF DAMAGES 83, 100 (Peter Wetterstein ed., 1997).

80. ESSAM EL-HINNAWI, UNEP, ENVIRONMENTAL REFUGEES 4 (1985).
81. See e.g., Brian Palmer, There's No Such Thing as a Climate Change Refugee, NRDC
(Nov. 16, 2015), https://www.nrdc.orglonearth/theres-no-such-thing-climate-change-refugee.
82. McCue, supranote 65, at 168.
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Many scholars have also presented a potential policy that would
require the polluting countries to accept as citizens those persons
displaced by climate change, and not just as refugees. Under this type of
policy, citizens of threatened SIDS may leave their homeland and be
accepted as citizens of a country like China, the United States, or
Australia. Shaina Stahl suggests a system where host countries are
encouraged to take relocated people in exchange for money or GHG
credits. 83 Providing countries with GHG credits then ties the problem
and the solution together. However, Rebecca Tsosie points out one of the
many problems associated with this approach:
A policy of relocation may make perfect sense in terms of
an "equal citizenship" argument. Under such an
argument, "global citizens" of underdeveloped nations
must receive compensation for their harm at the hands
of the developed nations. Presumably, if they are
granted citizenship in the countries responsible for this
harm and have equal access to the benefits of citizenship
in the developed nation, then the appropriate
redistribution of benefits can be achieved. This
argument, however, is of little assistance to indigenous
peoples. There is no other place that indigenous peoples
can go and still continue to practice their unique
lifeways and cultural practices. Geographical location is
essential
to indigenous
identity. History
has
demonstrated time and again that the forcible removal
of indigenous communities from their traditional lands,
84
resources, and lifeways results in immeasurable harm.
In addition to robbing indigenous people of their geographical
homes, this type of relocation completely robs a person of his identity.
He is no longer an islander; he is no longer a citizen of an autonomous
island nation, and often he is no longer living among members of his
home community. That identity was taken from him. The ability of
developed countries to pollute the environment and cause the
destruction of indigenous groups' homelands is a result of a flawed
global power structure. For those countries to then attempt to remedy
the situation by further stripping the same groups of their autonomy

83. Stahl, supra note 72, at 17.
84. Rebecca Tsosie, Indigenous People and Environmental Justice: The Impact of
Climate Change, 78 U. CoLO. L. REV. 1625, 1645 (2007).
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and the small influence that they have in the global arena is
unacceptable.
Identity is tied to many things. Benedict Anderson characterizes
nation-states as "imagined communities." 8 5 Nationality is a very
personal aspect of identity. A part of many SIDS' cultural identity is
tied to their community and their autonomy. Depriving cultures like
Kiribati of their homeland is already depriving them of a significant
part of their cultural identity. For at least 3,000 years, the ancestors of
the I-Kiribati have lived in a community of cooperation with each other
and their natural environment.8 6 They describe their culture as one of
"exceptionally communal existence."8 7 Linda Uan, a local I-Kiribati
activist, says that "the strongest impulse of [the I-Kiribati] people is to
gather together."8 8 Merely relocating the people of Kiribati may save
their lives, but it deprives them of their identity.
A group like the I-Kiribati will lose their land. It is unlikely that
this fact can be reversed at this point. However, the global community
does not have to also deprive them of their autonomy and their culture.
While they may lose their connection to their homeland, it does not have
to be true that they lose their sense of community. By assigning them to
be citizens of polluter countries based on each country's contribution to
global emissions, the global community treats the citizens of SIDS asan
inconvenience, rather than asthe victims of policies over which they had
no control.
E. Land Replacement
Citizens of SIDS that are sinking into the rising seas or
experiencing fatally changing weather patterns deserve more from the
international community than safe harbor and forced migration. They
deserve to be preserved as a people and as a culture. They deserve to
have a home where they can continue to govern themselves and pass on
their traditions to the next generation. They deserve to have the ability
to gather as a community and dictate their own future. Although this
cannot be done in their native homeland, and much of the traditional
knowledge of their ancestors may become irrelevant because it is
homeland-specific,8 9 preservation of the community can still be pursued.
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There is no question that a SIDS is an autonomous nation-state.
However, when a SIDS loses its land to the rising sea level, the
assumption seems to be that the state ceases to exist and the people
need to find identity elsewhere. A basic understanding of statehood is
supplied by the United Nations' criteria for statehood, which provides
four classical requirements: (1) defined territory, (2) permanent
population, (3) government, and (4) capacity to enter into relations with
other states. 90 Climate change may take away a defined territory, but
the population, the government, and the governmental relations have
the potential to remain. The best solution, then, is to give land back to
the nation state whose land was taken so that the nation-state may
continue its existence and its autonomy.
Although there is no existing law that provides guidance for this
area of international restructuring, a treaty could create the necessary
structure for assigning SIDS to replacement lands. Similar to other
proposals, "host" countries could be determined based on their GHG
emissions, with larger polluting countries setting aside more land to be
claimed by relocating SIDS. The difference between this and earlier
proposals is that this structure allows the SIDS to continue their unique
community and culture with a degree of autonomy. Instead of merely
accepting citizens of SIDS as refugees or even as citizens of the host
countries, entire SIDS populations would be given land from polluting
countries where the citizens of the SIDS may continue their
communities. While it is not a perfect solution, since it still deprives
SIDS citizens of their native homeland and may require extreme
adaption to new lands, this policy protects more aspects of individual
and group identity than other proposals and internalizes the costs to a
greater degree of large polluting countries' decisions to emit GHGs.91
This type of structure is especially necessary if the global
community wants to recognize the concept of a global citizen. A person
should not be denied a country because he or she was subjected to the
effects of climate change. A global citizen should also have a right to a
national identity. As citizens of the same global community, larger
polluting countries should welcome autonomous SIDS into their
countries. If developed countries take part in activities that make the
Earth's surface area smaller, governments and citizens of those
countries need to be prepared to share the remaining land.
CONCLUSION

90. Stahl, supranote 72, at 5.
91. Id. at 17.
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Citizens of many SIDS are facing severe threats to their homes and
well-being. Although SIDS do not have much impact on global GHG
emissions, they are some of the most vulnerable nations affected by the
results of climate change. There is no existing structure in place for
citizens of SIDS to seek relief when the economic and aesthetic qualities
of their countries are destroyed, mostly due to larger developed nations.
Since there is no system in place, the global community must consider
the rights of global citizens and the duties each nation owes to the
others. Because much of the climate change problem is caused by large
developed countries, those heavy polluters should bear the heaviest
burden of helping nations destroyed by rising sea levels and extreme
weather events.
However, environmental refugee status or honorary citizenship in a
new country is not sufficient. National affiliation, a sense of community,
and autonomy are important aspects of culture and identity. Polluting
nations' decisions to emit large amounts of GHGs should not rob other
people or nations of their identity. For this reason, the nations causing
such environmental discord should be held responsible for setting aside
land reservations where citizens of sunken SIDS may continue to live
with as large a degree of community and autonomy as possible. Only
when developed countries feel that their land and their well-being is at
risk of being lost will the global community seriously work to minimize
GHG emissions and stop the damaging effects of climate change.

